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Area of Expertise

As a Senior Project Manager at LCK, 
I prioritize building trust with our 
clients and ensuring a smooth project 
experience. My years of experience in 
the construction industry allow me to 
see projects from a client’s perspective, 
providing immediate benefit and 
detailed oversight on projects. This 
industry expertise, paired with a patient 
and creative problem-solving approach, 
ensure stability and smart decision 
making throughout the process. This 
comprehensive approach extends 
from project inception to completion, 
allowing me to effectively manage risks 
and offer tailored solutions that fit our 
client’s goals and budget.

Building has always been my passion, 
and having worked from both general 
contractors and owners, I recognize 
the value of client-focused service and 
understanding the owner’s viewpoint. 
Leveraging my building expertise, I am 
able to proactively mitigate budget, 
schedule and permitting challenges by 
bringing valuable insights to the table 
early on in the project.

Business and Educational 
Background

I earned my Bachelor of Science 
degree in Construction Engineering 
from Missouri Western State 
University in 2007. My experience 
includes more than 15 years in the 
construction industry, 12 years in 
Project Management roles and six 
years of invaluable experience in the 
commercial real estate sector.

Community Involvement

I volunteer with organizations that 
work towards uplifting the community 
and aiding local families, schools and 
veterans.

In my free time I enjoy college football, 
woodworking, golf and Formula 1 
racing.

Professional Accomplishments

Prior to joining LCK, I worked as a 
Corporate Accounts Project Manager 
and Construction Project Manager for a 
large construction company and Project 
Manager for a major commercial real 
estate firm in the Midwest.

Education or Qualifications

Missouri Western State 
University, Bachelor of Science 
in Construction Engineering

Specializations

Construction Services

Project Management

My experience includes overseeing 
and managing multi-million dollar 
renovations, expansions, relocations, 
and ground-up construction projects 
for a wide range of industries including 
government, hospitality, education, 
retail, general commercial and more.


